The *Bugeye* Mutant Zebrafish Exhibits Visual Deficits that Arise with the Onset of an Enlarged Eye Phenotype
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**PURPOSE.** The *bugeye* mutant has an enlarged eye phenotype, presumably because of elevated intraocular pressure. Since elevated intraocular pressure is a significant risk factor for glaucoma, the *bugeye* zebrafish mutant may be a model organism for the disease.

**METHODS.** The optomotor response (OMR) was used to assess visual responsiveness in both larval and adult zebrafish. Electroretinograms (ERGs) were recorded to measure outer retinal function, and histologic analyses were performed on WT and mutant eyes.

**RESULTS.** At 5 days old, *bugeye* mutants have an OMR, ERGs, and retinal morphology indistinguishable from those of wild-type (WT) animals. By 2 months of age, *bugeye* mutants begin to develop an enlarged eye phenotype. At 3 months, some mutants show deficits in the OMR assay, including lower contrast sensitivity. The data suggest that there is a correlation between the size of the enlarged eye and the degree of OMR deficit. Histologic analysis of the *bugeye* mutant retina revealed decreases in retinal ganglion cell densities by 3 months. By 5 months, the mutant’s ERG b-wave had smaller amplitudes and longer latencies at brighter light intensities than those of the WT fish.

**CONCLUSIONS.** After phenotypic onset at 3 months, the *bugeye* mutants begin to develop visual deficits. At 3 months, *bugeye* mutants exhibit a decrease in retinal cell densities and by 5 months, they show diminished outer retinal function. In summary, the *bugeye* mutant provides a means of studying glaucoma-associated phenotypes in the zebrafish. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2011;52:4200–4207) DOI:10.1167/iovs.10-6434

Glaucoma comprises a heterogeneous group of disorders that progressively lead to blindness due to loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and damage to the optic nerve. It is the second leading cause of blindness and the leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide. Mutations in single genes, such as myocilin, have been found to be associated with an increased prevalence in one type of glaucoma (primary open-angle glaucoma, or POAG). However, it is now clear that glaucoma is a complex eye disease resulting from a confluence of multiple alleles and environmental factors. Nonetheless, both human glaucoma and mammalian glaucoma models are characterized by important risk factors. These include elevated intraocular pressure, age, family history, and myopia. While there is substantial evidence of the importance of elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) as a significant risk factor for and cause of glaucomatous pathologies, the importance of the relationship between glaucoma and myopia is not well understood. Based on correlation studies in patients with POAG, after controlling for elevated intraocular pressure, myopia has been identified as a significant risk factor.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Breeding and Isolating Mutant Zebrafish**

WT and mutant zebrafish (*Danio rerio*, AB/TL background) were maintained at 28°C with a 14-hour ON/10-hour OFF light cycle and were fed a standard diet. All animal husbandry and experiments were approved and conducted in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Harvard University and the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. The mutation is observed in homozygous recessive fish, and all experiments were carried out on fish that came from a homozygous cross in which both the male and female fish exhibited...
a pronounced eye phenotype. Control fish were age-matched AB/TL fish.

Eye and Lens Size Measurement

The fish were anesthetized with 0.4% tricaine (A5040) and imaged at a fixed magnification dorsally with a digital camera attached to a dissecting microscope. These images were imported into ImageJ Software (developed by Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD; available at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html). Body lengths, eye volumes, and lens sizes were measured from these images with a custom ImageJ macro and commercial software program (MatLab; The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Body size was linearly correlated with eye length along both the temporal-nasal (R = 0.89) and lateral–medial axes (R = 0.89). To control for body size differences, eye lengths were normalized to body size before calculating overall eye volumes. Normalized eye volume was estimated using the formula for a spheroid, \( V = \frac{4}{3}\pi a^2b \), where \( a \) is the normalized temporal-nasal radius and \( b \) is the normalized lateral–medial radius. Lens sizes were determined at high magnification and evenly spaced points (at least 20) on each lens were chosen by manually clicking with a mouse cursor. The points were fitted with a best fit ellipse in a least-squares sense. The focal length (\( f \)) of the lens and its distance to the retina were estimated as previously described by Easter and Nicola,23 using the approximate relationship that focal length is equal to the lens radius multiplied by the normalized temporal–nasal distance. Points were chosen on opposite sides of the major axis. The distance from the center of the best fit sphere to each of these points was measured and averaged to arrive at \( x_{\text{center}} \). A myopia index (MI) was calculated:

\[
\text{MI} = \frac{x_{\text{center}}}{f} - 1
\]

where \( f \) is the lens radius \( \times 2.5 \).

In using the above equation, a value of MI = 0 indicates no focusing deficits, whereas a value > 0 corresponds to a longer focusing distance and thus predicts myopic vision. MI values < 0 indicate hyperopia.

Histology

Histologic sections were prepared as previously described.32 Briefly, samples (entire fish heads) were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C overnight, washed three times with PBS, and dehydrated in increasing ethanol solutions (50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100%) for 10 minutes each at RT. The samples were infiltrated with propylene oxide twice at RT. They were then transferred to a 1:3 mix of propylene oxide: Epon for 2 hours each at RT. The samples were embedded in Epon, polymerized for 24 hours at 65°C. Serial sections (1 \( \mu \)m) were cut with an ultramicrotome stained with aqueous 1% methylene blue, 1% azure B, and 1% borax, covered with a synthetic resin mounting medium (Permount; Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA), coverslipped, and photographed under a bright-field microscope (DMRB; Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL).

Retinal Layer Cell Counts

Cells in the photoreceptor (ONL), inner nuclear layer (INL), and ganglion cell layer (GCL) were counted in three consecutive 1-\( \mu \)-m-thick sections in which the optic nerve tract was visible through both the retina and sclera. Neuronal cells were identified by their pale, round nuclei. The cells in the ONL and INL were counted in a 100-\( \mu \)-m length of both peripheral and central retina (for a total of 200 \( \mu \)-m), and cells in the entire length of the GCL were counted. Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in three consecutive sections were first counted in ImageJ with a semiautomated macro, and the counts were averaged. This quantification was then verified by manually counting the same slides in a blind manner. Retinal arc length was measured by tracing the INL with a custom ImageJ macro, and cell density was determined as the mean number of nuclei per retinal arc length.

Electroretinogram Recording

All experiments were performed at room temperature (22–26°C) under photopic conditions. ERG recordings from isolated larval fish eyes were performed as previously described by Wong et al.29 Adult fish were briefly anesthetized with 0.02% tricaine before being injected with 1 to 4 \( \mu \)L of 0.2% gallamine triethiodide, a nondepolarizing muscle relaxant. The fish were transferred to a sponge moistened with fish water and intubated with a small plastic pipette tip, which released a slow stream of fish water containing 0.4% tricaine through their gills. A small hole was made in the sclera of one eye near the pupil with a sharp tungsten needle, and the eye was perfused from above with a slow flow of Ringer’s solution containing 130 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 20 mM NaHCO3, 0.7 mM CaCl2, 1.0 mM MgCl2, and 20 mM glucose and maintained at pH 7.8 by continuously gassing it with ~97% O2 and ~3% CO2. A glass electrode with a tip diameter of 20 to 25 \( \mu \)m and filled with the Ringer’s solution was lowered into the hole, just below the surface of the eye. The reference electrode was placed in the sponge inside the recording chamber. The fish (or larval eyes) were placed with the cornea facing the light stimulus: a 0.5-second, full-field, white-light stimulus ranging from the brightest light intensity log 1 = 0 to log 1 = −5 (530 mW/cm2 at log 1 = 0). All ERG recordings, performed under photopic conditions and amplified at 1000 total gain, were filtered from 0 to 300 Hz. The ERG traces were sorted and analyzed using custom software (written in MatLab; The MathWorks). Averaged traces were analyzed at several light intensities (log 1 = −5 to 0) by averaging three consecutive ERG recordings for each stimulus intensity, with the exception of log 1 = 0 intensity, in which only the first waveform was analyzed, to avoid light adaptation of the retina with subsequent flash.

Amplitude and Implicit Time Calculations. To avoid bias in the analysis of ERG data, b- and d-wave amplitudes, latencies, and implicit times were calculated using custom software (MatLab; The MathWorks) implementing automated algorithms, with performance optimized for accuracy on sample data. Boxcar and Savitzsky-Golay smoothing filters were applied to the data to remove noise before the measurements were made. The b-wave amplitude was measured from the trough of the a-wave to the peak of the b-wave. Implicit time was measured as the time to reach the peak of the waveform (a- or b-wave) after stimulus onset.

The b-Wave Decay Analysis. A 2-second light stimulus of log 1 intensity was used to record b-wave decay. Three recordings were averaged before analysis. Decay time was calculated as the time between b-wave peak and return to baseline, using the custom software.

Optomotor Response

The apparatus for the OMR assay in the adult was similar to that previously described by Li and Dowling20 and Maaswinkel and Li et al.25 Fish were placed into a round drum with an opaque, white column in the center. Black and white stripes on the outside wall of the drum were rotated at 32 rotations per minute. These parameters were in the ranges for which Maaswinkel and Li found optimal OMR assay responsiveness.21 Before testing, the zebrafish were exposed to the light conditions of the apparatus to adapt for at least 20 minutes. OMR performance was quantified by the proportion of time swimming in the direction of the grating (PG). For testing visual responsiveness, the grating was presented to the fish in six 60-second trials (first two trials for adaptation and last four trials for data collection). Grating direction was alternated in each trial. Fish were exposed to a rotating uniform gray stimulus to determine the baseline response: the proportion of the time a fish swam in clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) directions (PBcw and PBccw, respectively) in the absence of a grating was recorded.
The optomotor index (OMI) was used to determine whether a fish was responding positively, comparing direction preference during the presentation of a grating to baseline:

$$\text{OMI}_{\text{dir}} = \frac{P_{\text{Bdir}} - P_{\text{Adir}}}{1 - P_{\text{Adir}}}, \quad \text{PG} > P_{\text{Adir}}$$

$$\text{OMI}_{\text{dir}} = \frac{P_{\text{Bdir}} - P_{\text{Adir}}}{P_{\text{Adir}}}, \quad \text{PG} < P_{\text{Adir}}$$

where \( \text{dir} \) indicates the direction, \( \text{CW} \) or \( \text{CCW} \). A null response was conservatively defined as an OMI less than 0.3 in either direction. To confirm that the null response was not due to confounding factors unrelated to visual responsiveness, we retested the zebrafish at least three times on subsequent days.

**Contrast Sensitivity Assay.** Stimuli of different contrasts (100%, 60%, 30%, 20%, 10%, 5%, and 0%) were used. These stimuli consisted of alternating black and white stripes (100% contrast) or alternating dark and light gray stripes, with contrast defined as Michelson contrast:

$$C = \frac{I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}}{I_{\text{max}} + I_{\text{min}}}$$

where \( I \) is the luminance.

**Statistics**

To compare groups, \( P \) values (two-sided) were calculated using one-way ANOVA (equivalent to two sample \( t \) test for two groups) unless otherwise noted. Welch’s \( t \) test was applied as an alternative in cases in which the equal variance assumption was violated. Linear correlation \( P \) values were calculated with one-sample \( t \) tests.

**RESULTS**

The **bugeye** Mutant Displays an Enlarged Eye Phenotype with Age

The **bugeye** mutant was isolated in a forward genetic screening for adult ocular abnormalities and is characterized by a visibly enlarged eye phenotype. Larval **bugeye** zebrafish develop normally and are indistinguishable from wild-type (WT) embryos by morphology, electrophysiology, and behavioral testing until at least 1 month of age (Supplementary Fig. S1, http://www iovs.org/lookup/ suppl/doi:10.1167/ iovs.106454/-/DCSupplemental). The enlarged eye phenotype is easily recognized by a pronounced bulging of the eyes starting at 3 months, and it progressively increases with age and reaches a plateau at 9 to 12 months (Fig. 1A). The severity of the enlarged eyes as well as the time of onset varies among the adult **bugeye** mutants. Although the eyes maintained a spheroidal shape, the degree to which the eyes expanded in the nasal–temporal and medial–lateral axes varied substantially among the fish. Thus, to characterize the progression of enlarged eyes in **bugeye** mutants, we calculated the eye volume, a measure of overall eye size that was normalized to body size, and tracked the WT and the mutant fish from 3 to 12 months of age (Fig. 1B). In the WT fish this ratio remained constant as the fish grew in size (0.125 ± 0.025). However, in the **bugeye** mutants the ratio increased significantly from 3 to 12 months of age (0.175 ± 0.005 and 0.26 ± 0.025, respectively). The increase in eye size was not always symmetrical and occasionally some of the **bugeye** mutants first developed the phenotype in one eye, with the other eye remaining normal in size (Supplementary Fig. S2, http://www iovs.org/lookup/ suppl/doi:10.1167/ iovs.106454/-/DCSupplemental). This phenotype of bulging eyes resembles the human eye condition buphthalmia, which is often associated with elevated intraocular pressure. As noted earlier, **bugeye** mutants exhibit elevated intraocular pressure (IOP).16

**The Retina of Bugeye Mutants Exhibits a Thinning of All Cellular Layers**

To determine whether the increase in eye size is due to overgrowth of the retina we examined histologic cross sections of the retinas of WT and **bugeye** mutants between the ages of 3 and 7 months (Fig. 2A). Starting at 3 months of age, both WT fish and **bugeye** mutants exhibited a substantial decrease in thickness of the ganglion cell layer (GCL). By 7 months of age, all the cellular layers of the retina in the WT and the **bugeye** fish were reduced. To quantify the thinning of the retina in the WT and the **bugeye** fish, we calculated the cell density of the layers of the retina as a function of age. At 3 months of age, a clear decrease in GCL density was observed in the WT retinas, but the cell density in the GCL was significantly more reduced (\( P < 0.001 \)) in the **bugeye** mutants compared with the WT retinas (Fig. 2B). There was further reduction of GCL density in both the WT and the **bugeye** mutant retinas at 5 months of age, but again the reduction in the **bugeye** mutants was proportionally greater. In contrast, INL density in the WT animals increased initially with age (i.e., at 3 months) but as with GCL density, INL cell density in the **bugeye** fish mutants was less than in the WT fish at both 3 and 5 months (Fig. 2C). This was also the case for ONL cell density; we observed a significant decrease in cell density in the **bugeye** mutant retinas at 3 and 5 months of age compared with the WT retinas (Fig. 2D). Thus, there is a significant reduction of density in all cellular layers of the retina as the **bugeye** mutant ages compared with that in the WT retinas, but the reduction is most pronounced in the GCL.
Bugeye Mutants Are Predicted to Have Significant Myopia at Adult Stages

Histologic cross sections of the eyes revealed a significant increase in size of the vitreous humor in bugeye mutants compared with WT fish at several adult ages (Fig. 3A). This observation implies that the focal length between the lens and retina in mutants with enlarged eyes is increased, and the eyes should therefore be myopic. The myopia index (MI), an estimate of the degree of myopia, was calculated for mutant and WT eyes at 3, 5, and 7 months of age (Fig. 3B). Using the MI equation (see the Methods section), positive values indicate myopic vision, a value of 0 corresponds to no predicted focusing deficit, and negative values correspond to predicted hyperopia. Whereas the WT fish were predicted to have no focusing defects or a slight hyperopia, the bugeye mutants were predicted to have significant myopia starting at 3 months of age. As the enlarged eye phenotype increased with age, the bugeye mutants were predicted to have an increase in the degree of myopic vision.

Morphologic Abnormalities of the Retina Result in Visual Deficits in Bugeye Mutants

To determine whether bugeye mutants have any visual deficits after phenotypic onset, we tested their OMR. The OMR was quantified by an OMI, which is a measure of increased preference of a fish to swim in the direction of the rotating black and white stripes over a uniform gray stimulus. Fish that displayed an OMI equal to or greater than 0.3 in both directions were considered to be OMR positive (OMR⁺) (Supplementary Fig. S3, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.10-6434/-/DCSupplemental). We started with two populations of fish, WT (n = 20) and bugeye (n = 22) at two months of age before significant eye enlargement had occurred in the mutants. We tracked the progression of visual deficits by re-testing fish from both groups that were OMR⁺ every 2 to 3 months until the fish exhibited a null response in at least one eye, or reached 1 year of age (Fig. 4A). As with the WT fish, the bugeye mutants were OMR⁺ at 2 months of age, suggesting that there were as yet no gross visual deficits as a result of the mutation. Over the 10-month period, there was not a significant decrease in the number of WT fish (95%) that were OMR⁺. In contrast, the number of the bugeye mutants that failed to exhibit an OMR steadily increased over time, and by 12 month of age approximately 75% of the bugeye mutants were OMR negative (OMR⁻). Nevertheless, approximately 25%
Likewise, we did not see a significant difference between the myopic index of OMR+ and OMR− fish. As expected however, we did see a significant correlation between eye size and OMI value ($R = 0.70$, $P = 0.008$; $n = 13$; Supplementary Fig. S3, http://www iovs.org/lookup/ suppl/doi:10.1167/ iovs.106434/DCSupplemental). We conclude, therefore, that myopia is not a critical factor in the vision deficits we observed in the bugeye mutants.

Next, we determined whether bugeye mutants with a robust OMR at 3 months of age display a more subtle visual loss. We tested the animal’s ability to see lower contrast stimuli, by changing the black-and-white gratings of the OMR test to varying degrees of dark gray and light gray stripes (Fig. 4B). For each fish ($n = 20$ for the WT and bugeye fish) we recorded OMI at each contrast level and normalized them to the fish’s maximum OMI value. Both 100% and 60% contrast levels of the gratings did not elicit a difference in response between the WT and bugeye fish. However, at lower contrast levels (30%, 20%, 10%, and 5%), the bugeye mutants had significantly lower responses than did the WT fish. The difference was most significant ($P < 0.001$) for the 10% contrast stimulus. These results suggest that the onset of the enlarged eye phenotype is associated not only with gross visual deficits in bugeye mutants, but also with more subtle visual defects such as decreased contrast sensitivity.

### Bugeye Mutants Exhibit Abnormal Outer Retinal Function Starting at 5 Months of Age

To determine whether the development of the enlarged eye phenotype has any effects on outer retinal function, we recorded ERGs at 3, 5, and 7 months of age in WT fish and bugeye mutants. Figure 5A shows representative ERG traces in response to a 0.5-second light stimulus over several log units of light intensity from a WT and bugeye retina at 5 months of age. The overall shape of the ERG response from the bugeye mutants was similar to that of the WT fish; however, the ERG b-wave was smaller in amplitude. We measured ERG b-wave amplitudes over several light intensities. Figure 5B shows the voltage-versus-light intensity curves for 5- and 5-month-old fish. At 3 months, there was no significant difference in the b-wave amplitudes between the bugeye mutants and the WT fish. However, by 5 months, the b-wave amplitudes were significantly reduced at higher light intensities ($log I = -2, -1, and 0$) in the bugeye mutant retinas.

In addition to the reduction in ERG b-wave amplitude, the averaged decay time (i.e., the time necessary for the ERG b-wave to return to baseline after reaching peak amplitude) was also significantly prolonged in the bugeye mutants at 5 months of age (Fig. 6B). Figure 6A shows a representative ERG waveform with diminished b-wave amplitudes. (A) Characteristic ERG responses to a flash of white light stimulus over several log units of light intensity ($log I$) for WT and bugeye mutant fish at 5 months of age. Black-and-white bars indicate light OFF and ON, respectively. (B) Quantification of averaged b-wave amplitudes in response to a 0.5-second light stimulus over several intensities at 3 and 5 months of age ($n = 8$). Error bars indicate SEM. $^*P < 0.05$ and $^{***}P < 0.001$. **Figure 4.** Bugeye mutants exhibited visual deficits beginning at 3 months. (A) The OMR of WT ($n = 20$) and bugeye mutant fish ($n = 22$) was tested starting at 2 months and ending at 12 months of age. Shown is the percentage distribution of fish that were either responsive (OMR+) or unresponsive (OMR−) to the rotating black-and-white stripes for each group of fish. (B) WT and bugeye mutant fish that tested OMR- ($n = 20$ for each group) at 3 months were retested for more subtle visual deficits by changing the contrast level of the grating bars. The graph summarizes the OMI for the different contrast levels for each group of fish. Error bars, SEM. $^*P < 0.05$ and $^{***}P < 0.001$. **Figure 5.** Starting at 5 months bugeye mutants exhibited abnormal ERG waveforms with diminished b-wave amplitudes. (A) Characteristic ERG responses to a flash of white light stimulus over several log units of light intensity ($log I$) for WT and bugeye mutant fish at 5 months of age. Black-and-white bars indicate light OFF and ON, respectively. (B) Quantification of averaged b-wave amplitudes in response to a 0.5-second light stimulus over several intensities at 3 and 5 months of age ($n = 8$). Error bars indicate SEM. $^*P < 0.05$ and $^{***}P < 0.001$. **FIGURE 4.**
response to a prolonged 2 seconds light stimulus. That a small portion (one fifth) of the mutants lacked this abnormal b-wave decay may reflect variability in the damage done to the outer retina in the bugeye mutants. These results suggest that the progression of the enlarged eye phenotype does not have an effect on outer retinal function until 5 months of age, when most bugeye mutants develop a pronounced bulging of the eyes and exhibit a significant decrease in cell density throughout the retina.

To determine whether the functional properties of the outer retina further deteriorate with age, we also recorded ERGs at 7 months of age. By this time, the bugeye mutants exhibited delays in both ERG a- and b-wave responses (Fig. 7). Thus, the implicit time, the time needed to reach peak amplitudes after the onset of the light stimulus, was significantly increased. Interestingly, we did not see a further reduction of peak b-wave amplitudes between 5 and 7 months of age in the bugeye mutants. These results suggest that as the enlarged eye phenotype becomes more pronounced with age, bugeye mutants exhibit an increase in morphologic and functional abnormalities of the outer retina, as well as various visual deficits.

**Discussion**

The bugeye mutant zebrafish has been reported to exhibit enlargement of the eyes that is associated with elevated IOP. Since elevated IOP is a significant risk factor for glaucoma, we have characterized this mutant to determine its potential as an animal model for the study of several glaucoma phenotypes. Histologic analysis of the retina revealed that cell densities in the GCL, INL, and ONL are significantly lower in the bugeye mutant as early as 3 months of age, when the enlarged eye phenotype first becomes pronounced, but the loss of ganglion cells is proportionally greater. Further, we observed a noticeable loss of visual responsiveness (OMR and contrast sensitivity) at 3 months of age, and altered ERGs by 5 months. Another animal model with enlarged eyes and extreme myopia is the Black Moor goldfish, which has been shown to have a thinning of all cellular layers in adult fish. Whether there is an increase in IOP in these fish is controversial; however, no genetic, physiological, or behavioral studies on these fish have been reported.

Similar to mammalian glaucoma models, such as the DBA/2J mouse line, the bugeye mutation leads to phenotypic expression in adulthood, and its consequences are both variable and asymmetric, even between eyes within the same animal. Eye enlargement was first apparent in some bugeye mutants at 2 to 3 months of age, with pronounced enlargement by 3 months. In the DBA/2J mouse, iris transillumination defects and elevated IOP first appeared between 6 and 8 months of age due to abnormal iris pigment synthesis in melanosomes, followed by mild depletion of RGCs starting at 11 months. This phenotypic progression is slower than that of the bugeye mutant, which exhibits elevated IOP by 3 months of age at which time it already displays significant RGC depletion. Despite the more rapid progression of RGC-related damage in the bugeye mutant zebrafish compared with that in the DBA/2J mouse, the impact of elevated IOP on the optic nerve was less obvious in the bugeye mutant. The excavation of the optic nerve seen clinically in humans is also observed in the mouse model; however, no cupping or thinning of the nerve fiber layer was obvious in the bugeye mutant. The excavation of the optic nerve seen clinically in humans is also observed in the mouse model; however, no cupping or thinning of the nerve fiber layer was obvious in the bugeye mutant retina (Supplementary Fig. S4, http://www.iovs.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1167/iovs.10-6434/-/DSSupplemental).

Zebrafish, like other teleosts, show a continuous generation of cells at the retinal margin. As has been shown in the closely related goldfish, this generation is the product of neural proliferation at the marginal zones, which continuously produces new retinal cells during normal eye growth or after injury. Also, it is well known that in teleosts the axons of newly generated RGCs correctly find their way to the tectum and make appropriate tectal innervations, as do the regenerating axons of injured ganglion cells. Further, experimental axotomy or optic nerve crush in zebrafish results in only 20% RGC death, whereas optic nerve axotomy in mammals results in apoptosis of nearly all RGCs. The ability to regenerate lost retinal cells may explain why the bugeye mutant, despite progressive increases in visual deficits (from mild loss of contrast sensitivity to gross visual deficits), does not go blind. In
fact, the bug eye mutants feed normally (live prey), mate, and have a life expectancy similar to that of WT fish. This similarity suggests that the loss of retinal cell density, especially RGC density, does not surpass the critical rate that is necessary to maintain some vision.

In addition to an increase in visual behavioral deficits that correlate with age, we also observed alterations in outer retinal function as measured by ERG recordings from the bug eye retinas. At the initial onset of the enlarged eye phenotype at 3 month of age, no significant differences were observed in outer retinal function. However, at later stages (5 and 7 months), when the enlarged eye phenotype is more pronounced, significant changes were observed in ERG b-wave amplitude, decay, and implicit times. The ERG b-wave is generated mainly by ON bipolar cells in response to the onset of the light stimulus. The decrease in b-wave amplitudes may be associated with the decrease in cell density in the INL as well as in the ONL in the bug eye retina at 5 months of age (Figs. 2C, 2D).

The increase in ERG b-wave implicit times observed in the bug eye mutant zebrafish has also been reported in several other mutants, such as the knock-out mouse, that lacks the Dp260 dystrophin gene normally expressed in the outer plexiform layer (OPL) of the retina. It was suggested that the delay in b-wave implicit time could reflect a defect in the release of t-glutamate from photoreceptors.

Longer b-wave implicit times have also been observed in other glaucoma animal models. In a 2003 study by Raz et al., elevated IOP was induced in macaques by photocogulation of the trabecular meshwork. After 7 years of ocular hypertension, aberrant responses in waveform latencies but not in amplitudes were found by multifocal (mf)ERG, a method that reflects visual field deficits after glaucomatous damage. Although effects on the inner retina were more obvious, outer retinal components of the mfERG were also found to have delayed latencies and implicit times, a result supported by other reports. However, these changes were much more subtle and longer-term than those we report. In humans, Fazio et al., using the standard ERG protocol found in patients with glaucoma, significantly reduced a-waves, and delayed implicit times of the a-wave and of the scotopic b-wave. Furthermore, it has been shown that in optic atrophy, the pattern-reversal stimulus (PERG) can be either missing or strongly altered, and Korth et al. reported that the value of the ERG scotopic b-wave is significantly diminished. As age increases, the scotopic b-wave is significantly diminished.

Independent of the visual deficits observed in the OMR test, the bug eye zebrafish also exhibits myopia, the degree of which increases with age. As bug eye zebrafish age, the enlarged eye phenotype becomes more pronounced, and the retina increases in size compared with the lens, which in turn results in significant refractive errors. Whether the enlarged eye phenotype is due to the elevated intraocular pressure in bug eye mutants is not clear; it is possible that these two phenotypes are distinct.

Veth et al. have recently identified nonsense mutations in the Irp2 gene in bug eye fish. The Irp2 protein (DLR-receptor related protein 2) is a transmembrane protein and participates in receptor-mediated endocytosis. Irp2 is expressed in many tissues including cells of the renal proximal tubule, choroid plexus, developing neural tube, intestine, thyroid, and inner ear. This protein is also expressed within the eye, in the retinal pigment epithelial cells and ciliary epithelial cell. Humans, mutations in this gene causes Donnai-Barrow syndrome (DBS). DBS is characterized by a range of variable phenotypes, such as sensorineural hearing loss, agenesis of the corpus callosum, cognitive impairment, congenital diaphragmatic hernia, and distinctive craniofacial features, including hypertelorism and enlarged fontanelle. More important, DBS is also characterized by typical ocular abnormalities, such as high myopia, progressive visual loss, and buphthalmia, deficits we observed in the zebrafish mutant bug eye.
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